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It is a hot summer morning. The determined you, head to the nearest SBI branch.
Why? To get a loan. After shuffling through your bag to find a pen and filling out a
few wrong forms, you’re finally done with the paperwork. You rush to the counter
to complete the remaining formality. 

S H A C H I  G A M B H I R  &  C H .  P A R A M J I T  M I S R A

RBI’S DIGITAL LENDING GUIDELINES:
COMPLY NOW OR PAY LATER

*Le lazy counter guy – “Sorry madam,
it's 1:31 PM. Lunch hour chal raha hai.
Come back at 3:00 PM.” Typical
enough?

To compete with these time-taking
traditional loan mechanisms, came
digital lenders. Quick sanction?
Check. Paperless? Check. Strict
formalities? formalities? Not at all! So, right from Buy Now Pay Later players to personal loan
providers, these digital lending products facilitate easy money for consumers. Too
good to be true, right?

As they say, when something appears too good to be true, it probably is.
Predatory lending practices, privacy concerns of consumers, slapping arbitrary
interest rates on loans, lack of due diligence, and whatnot. Name a problem and
these digital lending applications adore them. 
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CONSUMER HORROR STORIES

Let us tell you two stories. Story one. Villain – Digital Lending App. Victim – a Sai
Aravind. So, Sai Aravind took a digital loan from Rupee Bazaar. He couldn’t repay it
on time. The lenders that were sweeter than sugar while selling their product,
turned into absolute demons. They called up several contacts on Aravind’s phone
– bad-mouthed Aravind, harassed the contacts and even added contacts to
WhatsApp groups named “Aravind is a fraud”. How did they get access to
contacts even? You may wonder! Cuz Aravind provided the ‘Access Contacts’
permission to the lender while acquiring the loan. Pressured by such practices,
Aravind died by suicide. 

So, did consumers get
affected by such
practices by digital
lending applications?
What was the Reserve
Bank of India’s (“RBI”)
move? And of course, did
industrialists argue that
RBI is killing FinTech? Can
predatory practices be
tolerated in the name of
promoting upcoming
businesses? Does RBI
have an MO in the right
direction? Read on!

These are web or mobile based forums which
lend and recover loans. While they are
referred to as digital ‘lending’ applications,
they do not lend out of their own pocket.

These Digital Lending Applications tie up
with banks and non-banking financial
companies. While the Digital Lending
systems facilitate a technologically advance
forum, traditional banks lend the capital.

What are Digital Lending Applications?

The second story is about actress Sunny Leone. While “Sunny” brings a bright smile
to many faces, her story is dark. Real dark. So, some random guy took a loan in her
name. He defaulted on the payments. This stained her credit score. You can see
through her deleted tweet that she had zero clarity on whom to approach.
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Credit score is generally checked by banks while disbursing a loan. It reflects a
borrower’s payment likelihood. For instance, say you want to borrow money
from a bank. Now, the bank can check your credit score to determine how
likely you are to pay back their loan. 

Defaulting on credit can reduce your credit score. A low credit score either
renders acquiring loans difficult or leads to provision of loans with increased
interest rates.

Credit scores are usually given by Credit Information Companies. CIBIL score is
a type of credit score given by TransUnion CIBIL, a Credit information
Company.

What is credit score?

This is not where the horrors end. Buy Now Pay
Laters have taken unconsented loans in the
name of borrowers, breached their privacy, and
non-consensually increased credit lines of
consumers throwing them under the risk of
overborrowing. They are infamous for slapping
arbitrary interest rates and late fees and even
failing to exercise Know-Your-Customer
diligence.

Credit Line determines the
borrowing limit. So, a
borrower of a loan can
borrow within the limits
set out by the credit line.

What is Credit Line?

However, customers, the baby as they are, fall for all the tempting offers made by
these digital lenders. Failing to repay poses a threat of goons associated with
these lenders. It wreaks havoc on your credit score as well. This ultimately affects
your future borrowings as banks either shy away from lending money to you or
provide loans at higher interest rates.

CANCEL DIGITAL LENDING?

Before you join the ‘cancel digital lenders’ gang, let us ask you a question. Ever
wondered if you’d get money so handy and conveniently? Tap your fingers and
boom – instant money. Imagine you need a refrigerator. However, it’s month's end.
You need financial assistance. Getting a bank grant for such a minuscule amount
is difficult and time-consuming. But, just like a genie, these digital lending
applications easily grant your wish. 

While on one hand, these digital lending applications cover the credit access gap,
on the other, they exercise predatory practices. To eliminate these issues, RBI
came up with Digital Lending Guidelines. The infographic below captures essential
features of the malpractice-curbing guidelines issued by RBI.
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INFORMING THE CREDIT
INFORMATION COMPANIES

KEY FACT STATEMENT

CONSENT DRIVEN 
CREDIT-LINE INCREASE

PROVIDING CONSENTED DATA

GRIEVANCE REDRESSAL

DIGITAL LENDING GUIDELINES
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Digital lending was never treated in the nature
of a loan. Digital lenders engaged in taking
unconsented loans in the name of customers.

FinTech and BNPL lendings treated as a loan.
All lending to be reported to Credit Information
Companies which are in turn recorded in a
consumer’s credit or CIBIL score.

Consumers can smoothly spot unconsented
loans through their credit score or CIBIL score.

RBI introduced the Key Fact Statement. This
document would provide pertinent details to
the borrower on – total loan amount inclusive
of fees and extra charges.

CHANGE

IMPACT
Enhanced transparency to borrowers on terms
of lending.

Digital lending was clouded with opacity.
Lendings came with crafty hidden costs and
fees apart from the loan amount.

ISSUE

FinTechs were spoilt with unconsented
increase of a customer’s credit line. Threat of
consumers borrowing beyond capacity arose.

ISSUE

ISSUE

CHANGE

IMPACT

INFORMING THE
CREDIT

INFORMATION
COMPANIES

KEY FACT
STATEMENT

ISSUES, CHANGES & IMPACT



Increase in credit-line of a consumer only with
explicit consent.

CHANGE

IMPACT
Beats the threat of overborrowing and non-
payment by the consumer.

Privacy breach is alleged on FinTechs time and
again. Right from media files, contact list to
location or camera, data of all kinds were
extracted from the consumer.

RBI has mandated collection of mere requisite
data. Further, consumer consent is required
prior to data collection such as location,
camera, microphones, etc.

Consumer privacy is upkept. Tech costs of
digital lenders may increase.

Lenders are to resolve consumer issues within
30 days. Should they fail to, consumers can
lodge a complaint under RBI’s Intergrated
Ombudsman Scheme.

CHANGE

IMPACT
Increase in regulatory pressure on FinTechs
and lenders to resolve consumer issues.

Digital lendings lacked clear grievance
redressal mechanisms for consumers.

ISSUE

CONSENT
DRIVEN CREDIT-
LINE INCREASE

ISSUE

CHANGE

IMPACT

PROVIDING
CONSENTED DATA

GRIEVANCE
REDRESSAL
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT

argue that RBI should adopt an ‘activity-based regulation’ for digital lending. This
suggestion is opposed to its current ‘entity-based regulation’ Let us simplify it for
you. In the digital lending market, ‘entity-based regulation’ would mean regulating
only players. This falls in line with RBI’s guidelines where RBI seeks to regulate a
class of entities – regulated entities. As opposed to this, we pitch ‘activity-based
regulation’ in the digital market. 

The activity-based regulatory approach would bring under RBI’s ambit all entities
engaged in digital lending activity. Why so, you may wonder? You see, if RBI
adopts the narrow approach of applying the guidelines merely to regulated
entities, what about the consumers suffering at the hands of unregulated players
in the digital market? Entity-based regulation turns a blind eye to consumer issues
emanating from unregulated digital lenders. So, isn’t an activity-based regulation
healthier for the digital market? It would uphold consumer interests of unregulated
entities, Further, it would also aid in regulating certain genuine businesses in the
digital lending market who are striving to make an appearance in RBI’s regulated
entity list!

Ultimately, isn’t it RBI’s objective to bolster businesses in the banking sector while
ensuring consumer interests? In essence, we argue that RBI considers the
regulation of lending activity itself rather than the entities involved in the lending
activity. Why? Because it would bring more businesses that are cheating
consumers under RBI’s purview. So ‘entity-based regulation’ or ‘activity-based
regulation’? Pick a side! We leave you to regulate answers to these questions.
Hoping for an enthusiastic response!

The guidelines have posed two-fold
recommendations pertaining to
unregulated entities. One, urged them
to get themselves registered as a
regulated entity. Two, directed the
government to legislate on banning
unregulated lending activities. 

You see, digital lending is not all that
new to India. It has made appearances
since late 2010s. If RBI has taken so
long to frame mere guidelines on such
entities, god only knows how long the
legislature will take to frame laws on
unregulated lending!

Think.. Think..
While RBI’s guidelines curb
malpractices in the digital lending
space, these guidelines apply
merely to RBI-regulated entities.
This means that RBI has left out
certain players in the digital
lending market, out of the
applicability of the lending
guidelines. You may wonder, what
about the consumer risks arising
from unregulated entities engaged
in digital lending? 

In this light, we are here to ignite
an age-old regulatory debate – we
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